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Introduction

1
For many complex traits, attention has turned to the search for associations with low-frequency or rare variants.
2
This follows the success of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) in identifying associations with many 3 common variants but without yet gaining a satisfactorily complete description of the genetic heritability for 4 various complex traits. The large sample sizes required to achieve sufficient power to detect associations with 5 rare variants (particularly if effect size is modest), combined with the sequencing cost, limit the opportunities for 6 finding such associations.
7
Population isolates have inherent characteristics beneficial to the study of complex traits, namely 8 reduced environmental and genetic heterogeneity (Bourgain & Génin, 2005 ; Hatzikotoulas, Gilly, & Zeggini, 9 2014). Because of the bottleneck at the founding of the population followed by generations of genetic drift, 10 some mutations which would be described as 'rare' in general populations can occur with greater frequency in 11 the population isolate. Fewer individuals are hence required to achieve sufficient power for analyses. Also,
12
unique patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) are expected within such populations and long haplotypes will be 13 identical by descent (IBD) among members of the population even when not closely related.
14
To take advantage of the prevalence of shared IBD regions, a subset of the study population can be 
28
However, this new approach is yet to be evaluated in a population isolate.
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Several studies investigating imputation strategies have shown that using an imputation panel specific 30 to the population under study increases imputation accuracy compared to using larger multi-ethnic public 
37
In population isolates, genealogical data may be available. There exist many methods for phasing and 
40
of the pedigrees typical to isolates precludes the application of some methods which use only pedigree data.
41
However, methods that combine IBD inference from both genetic and pedigree information should be well 
43
Here we provide an updated evaluation of state-of-the-art phasing and imputation methods in the
44
context of a population isolate. We test the latest versions of existing software as well as recently released 45 software on simulated data with the structure of the population isolate of Campora in southern Italy. The effects
46
of errors and missingness on the performance of each software were also assessed. The design of our study also
47
gives the opportunity to observe in detail the effects of isolate characteristics on phasing and imputation 48 software in order to provide recommendations for future studies of population isolates.
49
Methods
50
Campora -Pedigree and genetic data for Campora have previously been gathered as part of the Vallo di Diano 
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Of the present day individuals, 477 have high quality genotypes, all of whom have been genotyped on 59 an Illumina 370K SNP-chip array (ARRAY). A subset of 93 individuals has whole exome sequencing (WES) 60 data and another subset of 18 individuals has whole-genome sequencing (WGS) data. The WES subset was 61 selected to serve as an SSP using the method described in Uricchio, Chong, Ross, Ober, and Nicolae (2012) 
88
Error models -Errors and sporadic missingness were simulated in the data. Both were introduced 89 independently in the two simulated platforms (ARRAY and WGS).
90
Missing genotypes observed in the ARRAY data in Campora were set to missing in the simulated data.
91
Errors on the ARRAY data were simulated with a simple un-directed error model where one allele from a 92 genotype can change to the other available allele (major or minor) at that position with an error rate of 0.001.
93
For the WGS data, we simulated multiple reads for each genotype (including erroneous reads), from 94 which genotype likelihoods and genotype quality scores were estimated using a similar methodology to previous 
102
To assess the effect of genotyping errors and missingness on the performance of each phasing and 103 imputation algorithm, we completed the same phasing and imputation steps using simulated data with both 104 genotype errors and missingness (Imperfect data) but also without any such imperfections (Perfect data).
105
Quality Control -No Quality control was performed on individuals. For imperfect data, all genotypes in the 106 nuclear family were set to missing each time a Mendelian error was introduced by our error models. In all files, 
141
Kinship was estimated from the simulated ARRAY genotypes using the R package 'Gaston' (see URLs). 
146
We also used the HRC panel but only for MINIMAC3 due to the computational burden associated with this 147 panel. The HRC panel used was the version made available for download through the European Genome-148 phenome Archive, which contains 27,165 individuals, including all samples from the 1000G. As our simulations 149 were based on the UK10K, we removed all UK10K haplotypes, leading to 23,450 individuals. We also tested 
155
The benefits of imputation using an SSP (either alone or combined with a public reference panel) were 156 investigated. In each simulation replicate, we first created an SSP: WGS and ARRAY data for the 93 SSP 157 individuals were combined (setting discordant genotypes created by our error models to missing in the case of
158
Imperfect data) and then phased. Imputation was performed with IMPUTE2 with a combination of this SSP and 159 the 1000G panel, using the software option which allows the combination of two reference panels through cross 160 imputation. We also tested MINIMAC3 with a combination of the SSP and the HRC panel. As MINIMAC3 161 does not offer an option for cross imputation, the two panels were first restricted to the set of variants in 162 common between them and then merged. We denote a phasing or imputation strategy by the name of the for SHAPEIT2 (Figure 1 ). This result can be interpreted as evidence of the utility of the EAGLE2 Long Range
207
Phasing routine for population isolates as this routine is irrevocably omitted from the algorithm when using an 208 external reference panel.
209
ALPHAPHASE and SLRP both provided added complications because they only phase sites that were 
223
Factors which impact Phasing Performance -To further explore the performance of phasing software, we 224 performed a series of sub-analyses to identify patterns in the distributions of switch errors on chr10.
225
Variants with low MAF had demonstrably higher SERs, whether using LD-based software or EAGLE2
226
(Supplementary Figure 6) .
227
The levels of IBD in the simulated populations clearly affected phasing performance as all software
228
had improved phasing accuracy in the presence of the elevated IBD in the HapGen+Pedigree simulation as 229 compared to the Pedigree simulation strategy (Supplementary Figure 7) . Similarly, SLRP and ALPHAPHASE both phased many more sites on the HapGen+Pedigree simulation ( Supplementary Figures 8a-b Figures 9a-c) .
233
Phasing software returned slightly higher SERs when phasing data with errors and missingness
234
(Supplementary Figure 10) and ALPHAPHASE and SLRP phased significantly less sites when errors and 235 missingness were present (Supplementary Figures 8a-b) . The effect of imperfections within the data was noticed 236 particularly on the Long Range Phasing algorithms (ALPHAPHASE, SLRP, and EAGLE2).
237
We specifically investigated the IBD status at switch errors sites in the Pedigree simulation strategy for 
248
In each replicate, mean imputation accuracy was calculated across all polymorphic SNPs found within 
268
Imputation with the SSP was an improvement upon imputation with the 1000G for both IMPUTE2 and
269
MINIMAC3 (Figures 4 and 5) . When using the SSP, the simulation strategy with the highest imputation 270 accuracy was the HapGen+Pedigree simulation, contrary to when using only the 1000G (Figure 3 ). This can be Table 3 .
279
The founding event in an isolate will result in higher MAFs for certain variants as compared to general 
285
1000G as a reference panel was the fact that some variants which were monomorphic in the sample were imputed with dosages compatible with being heterozygous for many individuals, i.e. polymorphic in the sample
287
( Supplementary Figures 16c-d) .
288
Imputation Quality Scores -Finally, we analysed the effect of applying various thresholds of the 'info' score 289 for IMPUTE2 and the 'RSQ' score for MINIMAC3. Each successive threshold improved imputation accuracy
290
for both IMPUTE2 and MINIMAC3 with the latter still providing higher accuracy in each MAF bin
291
(Supplementary Materials and Supplementary Figure 18a-b) . The 'RSQ' measure gave a better indication of 292 imputation accuracy than 'info' and we also found that higher thresholds than the standard ones were arguably 293 preferable for both rare and common variants in both simulation strategies (Supplementary Materials and
294
Supplementary Table 4) .
295
Speed -For phasing, BEAGLE, EAGLE1 and EAGLE2 were the fastest because they allow for multiple 296 threading. SHAPEIT2 required more computation time than other algorithms. For imputation, the quickest 297 software were BEAGLE and IMPUTE4. MINIMAC3+1000G was quicker than IMPUTE2+1000G. We 298 observed the additional complexity encountered by IMPUTE2 when performing cross imputation. The full list
299
of times is given in Supplementary Table 5 .
300
Discussion
301
Using simulated genetic data, we have rigorously tested the performance of a range of phasing and imputation
302
software in a population isolate. EAGLE2 (without a reference panel) and SHAPEIT2 were the strongest 303 performing phasing software with SHAPEIT2+duohmm+1000G giving the most accurately phased data. 
310
If we compare our phasing results to published results for outbred populations, it is clear that all 311 methods performed with greater accuracy (SERs at least one order of magnitude smaller) on our simulated data.
312
Indeed, for outbred populations, very large sample sizes have been required to achieve the high level of phasing 
321
EAGLE was expected to perform strongly on population isolate data as it should combine the appeal of 
328
SHAPEIT2 remains the optimum choice for phasing.
329
Published results for SHAPEIT3 in outbred populations suggest that it may return less accurate phased 
338
(2012), the appropriate size of the SSP will depend on the diversity of the isolate.
339
The HapGen+Pedigree simulation strategy gave the best representation of a true isolate with a strong 340 founder effect producing large disparities to general populations represented in public databases. Of the two 341 simulation strategies, imputation accuracy was significantly lower on this simulation when using only a public 342 reference panel. This suggests that for a population isolate with a very small set of founders and high relatedness 343 between individuals, using public reference panels alone is not a completely appropriate strategy for imputation. 
347
MAFs higher in the sample than in an external reference panel. As such variants are precisely those which 348 motivate the study of population isolates, this strengthens the argument for using an SSP in a population isolate.
349
We observed that the best results came from combining an external reference panel and our SSP 350 together for imputation. IMPUTE2 facilitates cross-imputation of two reference panels with variants at non-
351
identical sets of positions. This is an attractive strategy for isolates as all positions from both panels can be 352 imputed including variants specific to the isolate.
353
The accuracy of imputation can be directly linked to the statistical power of subsequent association 
390
SSP by cross imputation would likely be both fast and highly accurate in a population isolate.
391
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